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Chapter 4 Results & Discussions 

In this chapter, research questions listed in Chapter 2.5 will be answered and 

discussed. Before discussing the repair performance of each patient group, aphasics’ 

deficits will be presented first. Chapter 4.1 is the description of Wernicke’s (fluent) 

subjects’ linguistic deficits, and Chapter 4.3 is of Broca’s (non-fluent) subjects. Then, 

we will analyze aphasics’ use of self-repair patterns and consider possible factors 

affecting their options. Chapter 4.2 is the analysis of Wernicke’s (fluent) self-repair 

performance, and Chapter 4.4 is the analysis of Broca’s. The discussion of the first 

research question is covered from Chapter 4.1 to 4.4.  

Further, the comparison between Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) 

aphasics will be presented in Chapter 4.5. This section is the discussion of the second 

research question.  
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4.1 Linguistic deficits of Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasics 

Two fluent aphasics ranging from mildly to moderately impaired were examined 

in this study. Their linguistic performances are slightly different depending on the 

severity of lesion. The female patient YMQ is a mild Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasic. Her 

speech is not hard for understanding, and her major problem is naming difficulties and 

phonemic paraphasia (substitutions of individual phonemes). In example (14), the 

therapist showed her a picture of a comb and asked her to name. The patient could not 

produce the correct name of that object shu zi ‘comb’ but gave two related but wrong 

lexical term: fa cha ’ hair pin’ and fa jia ‘hair pin’.  

(14) 
T: …好…那我們再來看…這個是什麼呢? 
P: …這個 
T: …嗯 
P: …這個是那個梳頭髮…那個…呃…髮叉嗎?…呃…那個叫什麼[台語]…那個叫 
    什麼…髮夾那個 
T: …嗯…可以梳頭髮的東西…我們都叫它什麼? …梳…子 
P: …梳子 
T: …ok…then, we look at this…what is this? 
P: …this 
T: …mhm 
P: …this is for combing hair...well...uh...hair pin?...uh…what is that[Southern 
    Min]…that is called…hair pin, well 
T: …mhm…the thing for combing hair…what do we call it?...co…mb 
P: …comb 

The other non-fluent aphasic XCX is also a Wernicke’s (fluent) patient with 

more severe situation than YMQ. His speech is fluent, and he can actively produce 

many utterances within his own speech turn. Example (15) is an excerpt from a 
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conversation between XCX and his therapist. The therapist asked the patient to give 

her an example of transportation such as bus, subway, or truck. The patient at first 

produced a nonsense word wai che ‘out car’, since the therapist could not understand 

the meaning, she asked him to explain the meaning of the word. However, although 

he made a string of utterances to elaborate, the meaning is still not clear. In addition, 

there are three phonemic errors in this brief excerpt, displaying his problem of 

phonemic paraphasia. 

(15) 
T: …坐板南線…那這個你是要寫什麼車? 
P: …叫做外車 
T: …外車是什麼? 
P: …外車的意思的話就是說有人的話呢…有…有那個什麼…例如說那個…那個 
    車子的話呢…是…是那個什麼…怎麼講…那個叫做…像…像我們家的話車 
    子的話是那個…去…舵貨車的…坐貨車的話呢…然後的話呢…就是今天坐  
    …那明天換…換坐別種東西…所以它每…每天的話一直不斷的在變換的… 
    所以的話他在做外車…就是說只做不同的用途…但是的話只…sən35 便的話 
    是一兩個人的話坐不一樣的東西…那每天都在坐就對了…所以的話它是外 
    車 
T: …taking the Ban Nan line…then, the word you wrote, what is that? 
P: …it is called out car 
T: …what is that? 
P: …it means that…if someone…has…has…what is that…such as… well… well…  
    cars…is…is…well…how to say that…that is called…such as…taking my family  
    for example…well…we take the truck…we take the truck…and then…we take it  
    today…and (we) change (our mind) tomorrow…therefore, it…it changes each  
    day…thus, it is called out car...that is…it could be of different use…but it…  
    casually, one or two people take different things…they take that each day…  
    therefore, it is an out car 

Another common problem is the word-finding difficulty. In example (16), the 

Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasic XCX experienced the word-finding difficulty. He tried to 
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recall the name of a country but could not instantly access the word. During the long 

process of retrieving the name of a country, the therapist actively proposed possible 

candidates to help the patient and the patient gave feedback to answers given by the 

therapist. In the end, their collaboration made word retrieval successful. 

(16) 
P: …那個叫做                      P: …it is called 
  …哈                              …ha   
  …現在有                          …now 
  …想不起來叫做那個                …I cannot think of that 
  …那個                            …that 
  …人口很                          …the population is 
  …那個叫…                        …that is called 
T: …南亞嗎?                       T: …South Asia? 
P: …不是                          P: …no 
  …不是                            …no 
  …那個叫做                        …that is called 
  …那個                            …that 
  …土耳其在這邊                    …Turkey is over here 
  …過了                            …across   
  …過了那個地中海                  …across the Mediterranean  
  …到這邊那個叫做                  …arrive over here, it is called 
T: …你要考我地理嗎?               T: …you want to test my geography? 
  …我地理很差喔                    …I am not good at that  
  …伊朗?                           …Iran? 
P: …啊?                           P: …what? 
T: …伊朗國?                       T: …Iran? 
P: …不是                          P: …no 
  …伊朗                            ...Iran 
  …伊朗?                           ...Iran? 
  ...土耳其過了海洋                   ...Turkey, across the sea 
  …到那個下方的那個                ...arrive that is beneath 
  …那個五千年歷史的那個...           …that with 5000 years of history 
T: …埃及喔?                       T: ...Egypt? 
P: …啊!                          P: …Right! 
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  …那埃及                          …that is Egypt 
  …埃及                            …Egypt 

    For XCX, the word search process takes much time and effort. Despite the 

inability to produce the exact word rapidly, he takes an active role in this conversation 

by giving feedback to answers proposed by the therapist and furthermore providing 

more information to help the therapist narrow down. This is characterized as a hint 

and guess sequence in which the hint is given by the patient, and the co-participant 

makes a guess (Lubinski et al., 1980; Laakso & Klippi, 1999). With the help of the 

interlocutor, the collaboration successfully solves the word-finding process.  

Generally speaking, both of their speech is relatively fluent but sometimes 

without clear meanings, and there are occasionally nonsense words (neologistic 

jargon) and phonemic paraphasia. Furthermore, elaborate descriptions are frequently 

used, but these so-called circumlocutions are often off the topic.  

In the next section, we will focus on the use of self-repair patterns of fluent 

aphasics. 
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4.2 Self-repair of Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasics 

In the conversation of two therapist-aphasic dyads, 207 self-repairs were 

recognized from 17 pieces of 30-minutes long conversational recordings. Patterns are 

adopted with different frequency, and the distribution is listed in Figure 3 and Table 8. 

Figure 3 displays fluent aphasics’ self-repair use on five major categories. We can see 

that the most frequently used pattern was repetition, and it was followed by 

replacement, addition, multiple and deletion. The specific number and percentage of 

each subtype is listed in Table 8.  

In the following subsections, examples of these self-repair patterns will be 

presented. In addition, we will discuss possible motivation of aphasics’ preference 

according to the distributional percentage. 

Repe
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 Figure 3. The distribution of self-repair categories in Wernicke’s (fluent) group. 
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Table 8. The distribution of each self-repair pattern in Wernicke’s (fluent) group 

Major category Subtype Number Percentage  Total  

1. Repetition  94 45.4% 45.4% 

a. Substitution  25 12.1% 

b. Reformulation 5 2.4% 

2. Replacement  

c. Negation 17 8.2% 

 

22.7% 

a. Completion 37 17.9% 3. Addition 

b. Elaboration 8 3.9% 

21.8% 

4. Deletion   6 2.9% 2.9% 

5. Multiple  15 7.2% 7.2% 

Total  207 100% 100% 

 

4.2.1 Repetition  

    Repetition refers to all or some of the trouble source utterances is repeated 

without change of the structure and the previously given information. The repeating 

part could be any forms of linguistic units and is not restricted to any independent 

syntactic unit. 

Repetition 
(17) 
P: …那美國式的咖啡的話呢…就是比較…比較淡 
P: …as for the American coffee…it tastes more…it is tastes lighter. 

    The patient talked about his preference for coffee, and he thought that the taste of 
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American coffee was lighter. In this example, the speech was stopped after the patient 

produced the word bi jiao ‘more’. The patient then continued the speech by repeating 

the word bi jiao ‘more’ once.  

Repetition is the major self-repair pattern adopted by fluent aphasics. It took 

about 50% of the totality. We can see that the repetition self-repair changes neither the 

structure of the trouble-source nor the structure of the whole utterance. That is, the 

repair requires neither increase nor decrease in the original utterance. Without 

changing semantic content and linguistic forms, this pattern could cost aphasics less 

effort. Since their language ability is impaired on a certain degree, this pattern might 

provide an efficient and uncomplicated way for aphasics to do repair. 

 

4.2.2 Replacement—Substitution, Negation, and Reformulation 

As for the replacement category, each subtype under this category took different 

distribution. We will discuss the two with higher percentage at first, that is, the 

substitution and negation pattern. After that, we will discuss the reformulation pattern. 

    Substitution refers to the replacement of trouble sources with new information, 

and that is often achieved by providing a new lexical item or correcting a phonetic 

error. Negation is performed by firstly disapproving previous utterances with negation 

markers and then providing another candidate.  
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Substitution 
(18) 
T: …喔…你每天去做運動以外…你還有去做什麼事情? 
P: …嗯比較少…我就…白天就是…早上的時候的話呢…會到天公廟 
T: …oh…in addition to doing exercise…what do you do each day? 
P: …um, not much…i…in the daytime...in the morning…I go to the Tiangong temple  

    In this conversation, the therapist and the patient talked about conventional 

events in patient’s daily life. The patient answered that he went to a temple in the 

morning. He at first produced the lexical item bai tian ‘daytime’, and then replaced it 

with another word zao shang ‘morning’. The substitution pattern therefore caused 

information replacement. In addition, the term jiu shi ‘that is’ occurred before repair 

work began, and this filled pauses showed his thinking process. 

Negation  
(19) 
P: …大閘蟹的話…一般來講的話呢…要…大概是...八月…不是…十月還十一月 
    是最好的…而且的話 
P: …As for the crab…generally speaking…it…it is probably…August...no…October  
    or November is the best season…besides 

In this excerpt, the patient talked about his knowledge about food. He thought 

that the best season of tasting the crab should be October or November. After finding 

the trouble in his speech, he corrected his answer in two stages. At first, he used the 

negation marker bu shi ’no’ to disapprove the utterance he just produced. Then, he 

provided new information. In example (19), the lexical item ba yue ’August’ was 

replaced by shi yue hai shi yi yue ‘October or November’. 

The substitution and the negation are similar in that they are both related to 
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error-detection. Aphasics self-monitored the speech errors and corrected them by 

replacing a sound/lexical item/phrase or inserting a negation marker before providing 

intended utterances. They require self-correction ability by which speakers detect 

speech errors and propose a new candidate to fix errors. Fluent aphasics are often 

accompanied with poor comprehension ability, and this could affect the ability of 

error-detection. Therefore, these two patterns might be more difficult for fluent 

aphasics and result in lower percentage, that is, 12.1% and 8.2% respectively.  

Next, we are going to discuss another subtype under the replacement category.  
 
Reformulation 
(20) 
P:…我一輩子從來不走路的…我是最近在三年來的話呢…才會去想走路…因為 
    我從…從小開始的話…我媽的話呢…都是講說只能待在家裡…不要把外面 
    跑習慣了…所以的話我是…我在那個…一直甚至到五專的時候的話…我幾 
    乎的話...都是不會…不運動就對了 
P: …I never walk in my life…I only walk in the past three years…because, since I  
    was…was little…my mother…said we can just stay at home…and don’t make it  
    a habit of going outside…therefore……I was…I (was) in…well…even until (I)  
    was in college…I hardly…I didn’t…didn’t do exercise 

    In example (20), the patient talked about his childhood experiences. He could 

speak in a fluent way, but there was no cohesion within his long speech. At the end of 

this speech turn, he changed the sentence structure three times to make his own 

speech clear. At first, he said wo shi ’I was’, and the second try was wo zai ‘I was 

in…’. The patient used the first person pronoun wo ‘I’ in both utterances, but he 

replaced the verb with a preposition. However, the patient abandoned the previous 
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two structures, and he used a new structure in the last utterance in which there was no 

subject. Furthermore, the adverb shen zhi ‘even’ and the conjunction yi zhi ‘until’ 

were added in the new structure.   

For fluent aphasics, the reformulation pattern took only 2.4%, and it was the least 

frequently used pattern. This type of repair demands the structure change of speakers’ 

utterances, and we suppose that it is harder than the processing of phonetic or lexical 

change since we know that the syntactic generator locates in higher position in the 

speech production process. That is, the syntactic processing is more distant from the 

final stage of speech production, and the phonetic or lexical processing stages are 

rather near the final stage. The difference may therefore cause various difficulties of 

the repair work. 

    Within the replacement category, the substitution took the highest distribution, 

followed by the negation and the reformulation. The distribution frequency seems to 

correspond with the processing difficulties brought by each repair pattern. The 

substitution repair often deals with troubles on phonetic or lexical level, the negation 

repair is harder than substitution since it requires a negation marker in the repairing 

process in addition to replacing the unintended utterances, and finally, the 

reformulation is hardest in that it changes the whole structure of the utterance.  

    Next, we are going to discuss the two patterns under the addition category. 
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4.2.3 Addition—Completion and Elaboration 

    The completion pattern is specifically for making an unfinished lexical item or 

expression fulfilling, and the elaboration repair is to increase some additional 

information to make the previous speech more specific or understandable. 

Completion 
(21)  
T: …甜的…好…那圓圓的…中間有沒有洞? 
P: …呃…這個是實實的…然後擺…擺在中…中間地方…擺餡…然後包起來 
T: …嗯嗯 
P: …那個有…就是我喜歡吃的…有它的名字在…呃中間是紅…紅豆也是可以  
T: …(it’s) sweet…ok…its shape is circle…does it have a hole in the middle (of the   
    bread)? 
P: …uh…this is not hollow…and then put…put (it) in the middle…put some   
    stuffing…and then wrap it 
T: …mhm mhm 
P: …it has…that is what I like to eat…it has a name…uh, the stuffing could be  
    red-…red beans  

    The therapist and the patient talked about preference for snacks. The patient 

made mention of a kind of dessert he liked, but he forgot the name of it, and therefore, 

the therapist asked him some questions, trying to get closer to the answer. The patient 

then gave an important clue by saying that the stuffing could be red beans. He 

intended to say the lexical item hong dou ‘red beans’, but the speech was stopped as 

he produced the first part of this lexical item hong ‘red’. He repaired the speech by 

producing the whole lexical item immediately after the interruption.  

Elaboration  
(22) 
P: …但是最後的話…是到過年…今年過年開始…開始才真正開始爆發…而且越 
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    來越快…對我自己來講…所以的話…對你來講的話呢…姓張的老師的話呢 
    …對我來講的話…幾乎是算第二 
P: …but finally…not until Chinese’s New Year…not until this Chinese’s New Year …  
    it bursts…and it is getting faster…as for me…therefore…as for you…the     
    therapist Chang…as for me…it is the second one 

    In example (22), the patient talked about his language deficits and the treatment 

at the hospital. He thought his language ability proved a lot after the Chinese New 

Year. Within the long speech, he produced guo nian ‘Chinese’s New Year’ at first, and 

then repaired his speech by specifically pointed out the time should be jin nian guo 

nian ‘this Chinese’s New Year’. We can see that this repair work is based on similar 

speech content and structure. The elaboration self-repair just provides with new 

elements for making the meaning precisely, and the whole syntactic structure does not 

change. 

Within the addition category, the completion pattern took 17.9% of totality, and 

the elaboration pattern took only 3.9%. The differences between these two types 

might be attributed to the difficulty lies in them. That is, the completion is used in 

finishing a more integrated linguistic element, such as a lexical item or a 

conventionally united phrase. Those words and phrases could be easier in retrieving 

because of the stronger bounding between each element in that word/phrase. On the 

other hand, the elaboration refers to the way a speaker enriches his/her speech. It can 

be done by providing additional message, background information and by defining 

terms. This may require more effort in speech since the speaker needs to contribute 
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more indefinite information to the speech rather than finishing a definite 

word/phrase/expression. 

 

4.2.4 Deletion 

(23) 
P: …像那個比較貧窮的人啊…也有艱 kʰɤ21 的時候…辛苦的人…辛苦人他…嗯   
     像你看有的是那種…喔…他們資源回收的人…然後他…他就要幫人家…幫 
     忙做這個…啊賺錢…就是說撿…撿那個資源回收然後賺…賺一點薄錢…然   
     後來維持這個家庭 
P: …such as those poorer people…(they) have hard times…those people have   
     difficult times… those who have difficult times, he…well…some of them   
     are…oh…they earn their livings by collecting plastic bottles…and he…he    
     helps…(he) helps his family…make money…that is to say (they) pick…pick up   
     those bottles and then earn…earn some money…and to support his family 

    In example (23), the patient talked about how poor people earn their livings. At 

the first line of this excerpt, she mentioned those people with difficult times. She 

firstly said xin ku de ren ‘people who have difficult times’ and later said the noun 

phrase with loss of the word de ‘one’s’. The word de represents possessive case and 

its reduction does not change the meaning of the whole phrase. 

    The deletion repair is rare in the distribution, and it took only 2.9% of the whole. 

During the process of communication or expressing our own ideas, it seems natural 

that we contribute more and more new information to the conversation. We often 

propose our ideas and then elaborate it with more description, and therefore, the 

reduction of previous speech should be less common. 
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4.2.5 Multiple 

    Multiple patterns refers to a repair work composed of two or more repair patterns. 

The combination of patterns could be various. Example (24) illustrates the adoption of 

two self-repair patterns. 

(24) 
P: …去逛街…諸如此類的…那個的話他…他要在四四年級的時候就開始發生… 
    然後的話…他們女生的話對於 xxx 上去的話…大概都不會變…那男生的話 
    大概是要到…一…大概…一般來講的話…大概在…大概在…那個…小學… 
    國…國中開始…比較後面一點的話…然後的話…男生的話才開始出去 
P: …go shopping…something like that…as for that, he…he (it) occurs at the fourth  
    fourth grade…and then…the girls…they may not change…as for boys…(they)  
    probably wait until…one…probably…generally speaking…around…well…from  
    elementary school…junior…junior high school…bigger…and then…boys go out     
    and play                 

Multiple patterns characterize that two or more patterns are adopted for repairing 

one trouble source. In example (24), two repair patterns were used by the patient. One 

was substitution and the other was completion. The speaker intended to produce the 

lexical item guo zhong ‘junior high school’ but he produced xiao xue ‘elementary 

school’.  

During the repair process, he replaced the trouble source xiao xue ‘elementary 

school’ with guo zhong ‘junior high school’. However, the repairing process was not 

smooth since the speech disfluency occurred within the lexical item guo zhong ‘junior 

high school’. Therefore, the patient repaired the unfinished word as he tried to replace 

the first trouble source. While multiple repair patterns are more complex than single 
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pattern, considering the speech of aphasics is not as fluent as normal people, multiple 

repair steps seem necessary. 

    In general, more complicated speech or repair patterns would cause heavier 

cognitive burden. Since aphasics’ brain lesion limits their language performance, they 

might intend to adopt easier ways to express ideas, and that includes no active 

clarification of the information on concept level (elaboration) or the reorganization of 

sentence structure (reformulation).  

    In section 4.2, we have observed how fluent aphasics perform self-repairs and 

discussed possible reasons for their pattern selection. The most frequently used 

pattern was the repetition, and the deletion was the least common pattern. Within the 

replacement category, the distribution frequency of subtypes seems to correspond 

with difficulties in processing, and therefore, the reformulation took less than 3% of 

the whole, but the substitution took 12% and the negation took 8%. Similarly, the 

differences between the subtypes under the addition category could be also affected 

by the degree of processing difficulties. Therefore, the distribution of the completion 

was 18% and the elaboration only took 4%. In addition, the multiple took 7.2%, 

suggesting that fluent aphasics sometimes succeed in repair on the second or third 

trial. 

    In the following sections, we will focus on the discussion of non-fluent aphasics. 
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Chapter 4.3 firstly introduces the linguistic deficits of non-fluent aphasics. In section 

4.4, we will analyze self-repair patterns of non-fluent aphasics. In Chapter 4.5, we 

will discuss the similarities and differences in using self-repair patterns between 

fluent and non-fluent aphasics.  
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4.3 Linguistic deficits of Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics 

Two non-fluent aphasics were recruited in this study. WZY is one of the two 

non-fluent aphasics in this study, and she is categorized as a Broca’s (non-fluent) 

aphasic with mild language impairment. She is with good comprehension and most of 

the time good repetition ability (producing identical utterances in the other speaker’s 

preceding speech). Her major language problem is the poor, non-fluent production. In 

addition to disfluencies, phonemic substitutions and word-finding difficulties are also 

common in her speech. On the other hand, there are some nonstandard pronunciations 

in her speech. For example, she produces you as yu ‘oil’ every time. Since those 

nonstandard pronunciations appear consistently in her speech, they should not be 

regarded as speech errors. 

    Example (25) is an excerpt from a conversation between WZY and her therapist. 

The therapist asked her if she cooked the brown rice before feeding pigeons. She 

answered in a non-fluent way in that her speech was crammed with filled pause uh 

‘uh’ and discourse markers na ge ‘well’. Moreover, there is a phonemic substitution. 

She pronounced the lexical item shi hou ‘time’ as ci hou. 

(25) 
T: …喔...你們那個是沒有煮的喔? 
P: …呃…那個…呃…呃…比…那個…呃…那個…詞候…呃…那個…呃…呃 
T: …是你們要吃所以去買的嗎? 
P: …我啊 
T: …你有要吃糙米飯? 
P: …嗯…那個…那個什麼…生蟲啦[台語] 
T: …oh…you didn’t cook that? 
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P: …uh…well…uh…uh…more...well…uh…at that time…uh…we…uh…uh 
T: …did you buy (the rice) because you want to eat? 
P: …I did 
T: …did you eat unpolished rice? 
P: …mhm…well…well…it was rotten [Southern Min] 

The other non-fluent aphasic, CCH, is a 44-year-old male. At the onset of his 

illness caused by stroke, he was diagnosed as a global aphasic. After several years’ 

speech therapy, he is now with better condition and diagnosed as a Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasic. 

He is not a typical Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasic. Therefore, other than the 

production difficulties that WZY has, the therapist indicated that he also has a little 

difficulty in comprehension. As Obler & Gjerlow (1999) pointed out, some Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasics fit the criteria for agrammatism. Their speech is basically 

effortful and slow, and they may have phonetic difficulties. Recent studies have 

suggested that their problems are not limited to the production problems, but the 

comprehension deficits as well. CCH’s linguistic problems can be demonstrated in 

example (26). 

(26) 
T: …那你現在要給我看什麼東西? 
P: …啊? 
T: …準備了什麼? 
P: …這裡啊! …馬克吐溫的故事…對 
T: …馬克吐溫的故事 
P: …嗯 
T: …這樣這個故事是從哪裡來的啊? 
P: …呃…故事是…呃…一本書 
T: …一本書喔? 
P: …對啊…一本…一本那個什麼...馬克吐溫借一本書看 
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T: …哦…你去借一本 
P: …一本書…然後是他的鄰居借一本書看 
T: …他的鄰居?…誰的鄰居? 
P: …他的…馬克吐溫的…的鄰居借一本 
T: …書回去看 
P: …看…對! 
T: …then, what are you going to show me now? 
P: …ah? 
T: …what do you prepare? 
P: …here!...a story of Mark Twain…yeah 
T: …a story of Mark Twain 
P: …mhm 
T: …in this way, where do you find this story? 
P: …uh…the story is…uh…a book 
T: …a book? 
P: …yes…a…a...what is that…Mark Twain borrowed a book 
T: …oh…you borrowed a… 
P: …a book…then his neighbor borrowed a book 
T: …his neighbor?...whose neighbor? 
P: …his, Mark Twain’s…(Mark Twain’s) neighbor borrowed a 
T: …book and (he) went back to read 
P: …read…yes! 

    From the fist adjacency pair in this excerpt, we can see that CCH did not 

immediately understand the question proposed by the therapist. In fact, that often 

occurs in CCH’s conversation with interlocutor. Since CCH did not understand the 

question for the first time, the therapist repeated the question. After CCH realized the 

question, he answered it correctly. In addition to the comprehension difficulty, we can 

also observe that his speech is non-fluent, since there were many filled pauses and 

self-repetition. 

From example (25) and (26), we found that there were many pauses within 
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utterances of Broca’s (non-fluent) patients. According to Chui (2001), pauses can be 

divided into two categories: empty pauses and filled pauses. Empty pauses refer to the 

time interval between each intonation-unit boundary. Filled pauses refer to some 

non-lexical and lexical items within the speech flow such as uh ’uh’ and jiu shi ‘that 

is’. In their speech, longer empty pauses and a great deal of filled pauses are common. 

    On the other hand, Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics also have word-finding 

difficulty as Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasics do. The following excerpt from conversation 

between WZY and her two therapists indicates her word-finding problems. The 

speech of patient is marked as Pa, and the speech of the two therapists are marked as 

T1 and T2. 

(27) 
Pa: …我以前…比較比較胖耶         Pa: …I used to be fatter 
T2: …以前比現在還胖               T2: …(you were) fatter than now 
T1: …真的嗎?                      T1: …really? 
Pa: …十一公斤                     Pa: …11kgs. 
T1: …差十一公斤?                  T1: ...lost 11kgs ? 
Pa: …嗯                           Pa: …mhm 
T2: …變瘦了                       T2: …thinner 
Pa: …我…那個                     Pa: …I…well… 
T1: …真的喔?好難相信喔            T1: …really? It’s hard to believe 
Pa: …減回…呃…呃…啥?[台語]       Pa: …lost…uh…uh…what?[Southern  
                                        Min] 
T1: …減                           T1: …lost 
Pa: …為一公周…一公斤             Pa: …fat, 1kg…1 kg 
T1: …一公斤                       T1: …1 kg 
Pa: …呃…啥?[台語]呃…三…         Pa: …uh…what?[Southern Min]uh…three  
T2: …三…三天喔?三天就減一公斤?   T2: …3…3 days? (you lost) 1kg in 3 days? 
T1: …三個月?                      T1: …3 months? 
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Pa: …不是啦                       Pa: …no 
T1: …好                           T1: …ok 
Pa: …呃…三天…呃…啥?[台語]       Pa: …uh…3 days…uh…what?[Southern  
                                        Min] 
T1: …三天?三什麼?                 T1: …3 days? 3 what? 
Pa: …不是…呃…一公斤             Pa: …no…uh…1kg    
T2: …三個禮拜?                    T2: …3 weeks? 
Pa: …縮錢啦                       Pa: …they charge 
T1: …你還要收錢啊?                T1: …do you even charge? 
Pa: …那個…減肥中心啊             Pa: …the reducing center 
T2: …啊…他瘦一公斤要             T2: …ah…you need to pay them money         
                                        for losing weight 
T1: …你去減                       T1: …you went there 
Pa: …沒有沒有沒有                 Pa: …no no no  
T1: …嚇我一跳                     T1: …you just scared me 
T2: …沒有的話…對啊               T2: …if you didn’t…yeah 
T1: …減肥中心                     T1: …reducing center 
Pa: …減一公斤                     Pa: …losing 1kg   
T1: …要                           T1: …costs 
Pa: …三…呃…三萬塊               Pa: …30…30 thousand dollars 
T1: …三萬塊…耶…                 T1: …30 thousands...yeah 
T2: …啊?                          T2: …ah?  
T1: …這樣棒…這樣棒了             T1: …(you said it) very well…very well 
Pa: …三萬塊                       Pa: …30 thousands  
T1: …啊?好貴喔                    T1: …ah? so expensive 

    Generally speaking, non-fluent aphasics are with good comprehension but poor 

speech production, and that is opposite to fluent aphasics. Their disfluent speech 

includes many filled pauses and discourse markers. The number of words within their 

single speech turn is basically not as much as that of most Wernicke’s (fluent) 

aphasics, and those utterances are mostly consisted of content words rather than 

function words. Sentences with complete syntactic structures are not common in their 

speech. On the other hand, although most of their syndromes are different from 
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Wernicke’s (fluent) aphasics, they all share word-finding difficulties. 

    In Chapter 4.4, we are going to exam self-repair performance of non-fluent 

aphasics. At first, we hypothesize that repetition would be dominant among all of the 

repair patterns, since it probably costs less attention and effort. Second, we suppose 

that the reformulation pattern within the replacement category would be the least 

adopted pattern, since these patients typically with more serious problems in syntax. 

Third, we assume that the elaboration pattern would be rare among all self-repair 

patterns since effortful speech is the major problem of their language performance. 

Fourth, Broca’s (non-fluent) patients generally have better comprehension ability than 

fluent speakers, and we speculate that they could be more aware of errors or 

inappropriateness in their speech. In this case, it might result in higher frequency in 

using substitution and/or negation than fluent aphasics. Fifth, the deletion repair might 

be used rarely, since its effect on repair is rather less. 
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4.4 Self-repair of Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics 

    In the conversation of two therapist-aphasic dyads, 347 self-repairs were 

collected from 13 pieces of 30-minutes long conversational recordings. The 

distribution frequency of each self-repair pattern is listed in Figure 4 and Table 9. 

Figure 4 displays non-fluent aphasics’ self-repair use on five major categories. The 

most frequently used pattern was repetition, and it was followed by replacement, 

addition, multiple and deletion. The specific number and percentage of each subtype 

is listed in Table 9.  

    In the following subsections, examples of these self-repair patterns will be 

presented. According to the distributional percentage, we will further discuss possible 

motivation of non-fluent aphasics’ preference. 

 Figure 4. The distribution of self-repair categories in Broca’s (non-fluent) group. 
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Table 9. The distribution of each self-repair pattern in non-fluent patients’ group 

Major category subtype Number Percentage Total  

1. Repetition  157 45.2% 45.2% 

a. Substitution  76 21.6 

b. Reformulation 1 0.3% 

2. Replacement  

c. Negation 17 4.9% 

 

26.8% 

a. Completion 47 13.8% 3. Addition 

b. Elaboration 7 2.1% 

15.9% 

 

4. Deletion   9 2.6% 2.6% 

5. Multiple  33 9.5% 9.5% 

Total   347 100% 100% 

4.4.1 Repetition  

(28) 
T: …你有看過現場的表演嗎?              
P: …嗯 
T: …海…有關於海豚. 
P: …有 
T: …在哪裡看的? 
P: …嗯…日本…日本韓國…呃…呃…台灣. 
T: …台灣也有啊 
P: …有有 
T: …have you ever watched the live show (in ocean park)? 
P: …mhm 
T: …dol-…about the dolphin 
P: …yes 
T: …where did you watch it? 
P: …well…in Japan…in Japan, in Korea…uh…uh…in Taiwan 
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T: …There are such performances in Taiwan as well? 
P: …yes, yes 

    In this excerpt, the therapist asked if the patient had any experiences of watching 

dolphins’ live performance in an ocean park. The patient replied that she had such 

experiences in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. Japan came as her first answer, and she 

repeated the lexical item ri ben ’Japan’ once. From this excerpt, we can also observe 

that the patient’s speech is not fluent, since there were fillers uh ‘uh’ in her 

production. 

Repetition took the highest percentage in non-fluent aphasics’ self-repair use. It 

took about half of the totality. As mentioned in 4.2.1, the repetition pattern could 

possibly be the easiest way for aphasics, since it does not change the structure and the 

content of the whole speech. Because effortful speech is a main problem of non-fluent 

aphasics, they probably need more time to organize their speech, and the repetition 

could be regarded as a buffer. They use repetition as a strategy to keep the turn and 

think about what they intend to say. 

 

4.4.2 Replacement—Substitution, Negation, and Reformulation  

Substitution 
(29) 
T: ...阿姨有看過台灣黑熊的紀錄片嗎? 
P: ...呃…沒有 
T: ...那你知道台灣黑熊的特色在哪裡? 
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P: ...呃…tsjaj51 植物園呃動物園看到的 
T: ...在動物園看到? 
P: ...嗯...喔...人…那個…比人好…還要高. 
T: ...對...很好...比人還要高...那他有一個特色啊...你看喔...台灣黑熊的特色 
T: …Have you ever watched the documentary of Ursus thibetanus formosanus? 
P: …uh…no 
T: …then, do you know the characteristic of this kind of bear? 
P: …uh… (I) saw (them) in the botanical garden, well, in the zoo  
T: …in the zoo? 
P: …mhm…oh…human…well… (they are) nicer…taller than human… 
T: …yes…very good…taller than human beings…it has a characteristic…you see…it  

    This excerpt displays two types of substitution, the first one is the correction of a 

lexical item, and the second one is the correction of a phonetic error. In this 

conversation, they talked about a specific bear—Ursus thibetanus formosanus— a 

kind of endangered animal in Taiwan. At first, the therapist asked if the patient had 

watched any documentaries about the bear, and then she asked the patient to tell her 

some features of this kind of bear. When the patient replied, she intended to tell the 

therapist that she had seen the animal in the zoo, and then described features of that 

animal. Within the speech, she firstly produced the wrong word zhi wu yuan 

‘botanical garden’ but then she corrected herself right away by producing the right 

word dong wu yuan ‘zoo’. Later, when she described features of the bear, she wanted 

to indicate that the bear is even taller than humans. In this speech turn, she made a 

phonetic error by mispronouncing hai ‘even more’ as hao ’good’. Nevertheless, she 

repaired her mistake immediately. In this excerpt, we can still notice the non-fluency 

of the aphasic’s speech. 
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    The substitution pattern took second place of the whole. There were 21.6% of 

substitutions in Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics’ speech. The percentage might 

demonstrate the better self-monitoring and error-detection ability of Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasics. During the on-line conversation, speakers need to take care of 

what they are going to say, meanwhile, they also pay attention to monitoring their 

own errors in speech. When detecting troubles, they stop the speech and try to correct 

those problems. In fact, normal speakers sometimes ignore errors in their speech. If 

those errors do not hinder the speech, speakers may choose not to pay attention to 

those troubles (Maher et al., 1994). From the use of substitution self-repair of the two 

Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics, we observed that they often detected their own lexical 

and phonetic errors, and actively tried to correct themselves. 

Negation 
(30)  
P: …有有啊就吃清臟病的藥…半顆半顆 
T: …這樣子啊 
P: …一顆是早上然後一顆是晚上回家…沒有…晚上…那個什麼 
T: …這樣嗎? (做手勢比出吃飯的動作) 
P: …對對 
T: …這樣是怎樣? 
P: …是…睡覺前…睡覺前的…對 
T: …哦!是飯前還是飯後吃? 
P: …飯…飯後的 
T: …飯後吃 
P: …飯後再吃的…所以是早上的時候麵包還是什麼…然後就吃一顆…沒有…半 
    顆的藥 
P: …yes, yes, (I) take the heart medicine in half of the tablet 
T: …I see 
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P: …(I take) one tablet in the morning and also one tablet after work at night…no…at  
night…what is that 

T: …like this? (gesture: eating) 
P: …yes, yes 
T: …what is the meaning of this gesture?  
P: …it means…before going to bed…before going to bed…right 
T: …oh! Do you take medicine before dinner or after dinner? 
P: …dinner…after dinner 
T: …(you take the medicine) after dinner 
P: …(I take the medicine) after dinner…therefore, in the morning, the bread or 

what…and then (I) take one tablet…no…half of the tablet 

    In example (30), the patient talked about his heart medication. He tried to tell the 

therapist the exact time that he takes medicine each day. There are two negation 

self-repairs in this excerpt. The first one occurs at the third speech turn. He wanted to 

indicate the specific time of taking medicine at night, but he failed in doing this. He 

found out the trouble, then he stopped his speech and produced a negation marker mei 

you ‘no’. However, he had the problem in finding a proper expression to continue his 

speech. Therefore, the speech therapist took the speech turn and helped him find the 

right word. The second negation self-repair occurs at the last speech turn of this 

excerpt. In this speech turn, the patient explained the dose of his medication. He said 

yi ke ‘one’ and then found out the problem. Afterwards, he produced a negation 

marker mei you ‘no’ and then corrected his answer by giving the intended answer ban 

ke ‘half’. 

    The negation repair is similar to the substitution repair in that they both contain 

the nature of denying previous speech. They only differ in adding a negation marker 
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or not. However, Broca’s (non-fluent) patients used the substitution repair in 21.6% 

but less than 5% in negation repair. We might say that Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics 

can often be aware of troubles within their speech, but they do not often produce 

negation markers such as bu shi ‘is not’ , mei you ‘no’, and bu duai ‘it’s wrong’ after 

they detect something wrong in the previous speech. As for why Broca’s (non-fluent) 

aphasics do not use negation markers that often, we speculate that the negation 

markers might be only regarded as a supporting role in the repair process by the 

Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics. If they find out problems within their speech, they can 

just use the substitution repair to achieve the purpose of fixing trouble. That is, they 

can directly produce the intended speech after the trouble source without firstly 

rejecting the error and then giving the repair item. They might not want to spend extra 

efforts on producing those negation markers because the production process is already 

a difficult work for them. On the other hand, if Broca’s (non-fluent) patients think 

those trouble sources cause more serious problems in speech such as 

misunderstandings, they might particularly use those negation markers to emphasize 

the rejection of previous speech and then provide the intended thought. 

Reformulation 
(31) 
P: …張戎在大陸啊 
T: …喔…她是大陸人 
P: …對…然後在英國留學 
T: …喔…是…在英國留學喔? 
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P: …留學…然後…就不出來了…對 
T: …所以就一直在英國了? 
P: …國對…啊她…那個…那個什麼…大陸是間接的啦…間接去大陸…對 
T: …什麼意思?什麼意思? 
P: …去…去…那個是…<三代中國女人的故事>啊 
P: …Zhang Rong was in China  
T: …oh…She is a Chinese 
P: …yes…and then (she) studied in British 
T: …oh…she studied in British? 
P: …studied…and then…(she) didn’t leave…right 
T: …so she stayed in British all the time? 
P: …-tish, yes…she…well…well…China was the indirect destination…(she) went to 

China indirectly…right  
T: …what do you mean? What do you mean? 
P: …went to …went to…it is…<Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China> 

    In example (31), they talked about the author of the novel san dai zhong guo nu 

ren de gu shi ‘Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China’. The patient introduced the 

author’s background to the therapist. First of all, he said that the author studied in 

British. Since the author was born in China, the therapist asked the patient whether the 

author stayed in British even after she graduated. The patient replied that the author 

kept staying in British and he further mentioned the homeland of the author. In this 

speech turn, he used reformulation as the self-repair strategy. The trouble source 

occurred in the construction da lu shi jian jie de la ‘China was the indirect 

destination’. After he detected the trouble, he changed the sentence pattern and 

produced another construction jian jie qu da lu ‘went to China indirectly’. The content 

of these two constructions seems similar, and he just used another way to repeat his 

idea. However, even though the patient repaired his speech, the therapist could not 
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clearly understand what he wanted to say. 

The least used repair pattern under the replacement category is the reformulation 

pattern. We know that Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics have difficulties in syntax. Their 

speech does not follow syntactic rules all the time, they are not good at using function 

words, and they can hardly produce a complete sentence in their utterances. As a 

result, the change of syntactic structures is difficult for them, and they probably would 

not know how to alter the syntactic structure of the trouble source utterances. 

The whole replacement category took 26.8%. Under the replacement category, 

the distribution frequency of its three subtypes was quite different. The substitution 

pattern took 21.6%. It shows that Broca’s (non-fluent) patients could be equipped with 

fair self-monitoring ability and they are also willing to correct their errors or troubles. 

As for the negation pattern, although it is similar to the substitution pattern, Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasics did not use this pattern a lot. We speculate that this could be due 

to the extra burden that negation markers cause. Broca’s (non-fluent) patients 

probably used this pattern only when the negation meaning should be emphasized. 

Finally, the reformulation pattern took the least percentage within this category and 

the whole eight patterns. There was only one reformulation in 347 self-repairs. This 

result might correspond with Broca’s (non-fluent) patients’ linguistic deficits on 

syntax.  
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Next, we are going to discuss Broca’s (non-fluent) patients’ use of the 

completion and elaboration repair under the addition category. 

 

4.4.3 Addition—Completion and Elaboration 

Completion  
(32) 
T: …嗯…那你唸這個的時候啊…比平常在唸文章…像你唸這個狐狸跟老虎啊… 
    跟這個…唸完以後可以懂他在說什麼嗎? 
P: …對啊…有 
T: …可以 
P: …對啊…那講話就比較有點巴巴…結結巴巴的 
T: …喔!就是看完可以懂 
P: …對 
T: …只是在表達…不流暢 
P: …不流暢…對對啊 
T: …well…then, when you read this (story)…comparing with reading articles…such  
    as reading the story about the fox and the tiger…comparing with this…do you  
    understand the meaning of this story?  
P: …yes…I do 
T: …(you) can 
P: …yes…(but my) speech is a little bit stutt-…stuttering 
T: …oh! That is, you can understand the meaning after reading (the story) 
P: …yes 
T: …you just have problems in expressing…(it is) not fluent 
P: …(it is) not fluent…right, right 

    In example (32), the therapist asked the patient whether he could understand the 

article he just read or not. The patient answered that he could understand the meaning 

of the article, but he knew that he has difficulties in talking, that is, he stammers. 

Therefore, he cannot express himself fluently. The expression jie jie ba ba is a 

conventional usage for describing someone talks in a non-fluent way. It is extended 
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from the word jie ba ‘stammer’. The patient at first produced the rear part of the word 

ba ba, and he repaired himself by completing the expression jie jie ba ba 

‘stammering’. 

    Completion refers to speakers’ modification of previously-produced unfinished 

lexical items or any integrated expressions. In addition, it does not change the 

structure of the ongoing speech. It took 13.8% in Broca’s (non-fluent) group. We 

might say that those patients can still access the correct form of some unimpaired 

words and phrases in their mental lexicon, but the retrieving process does not always 

go smoothly, and therefore, they cannot produce those words and phrases altogether. 

On the other hand, when observing utterances of Broca’s (non-fluent) patients, we 

also noticed that there were more fragmentary lexical items than complete sentences. 

As a result, we might say that their ability of accessing lexicon is preserved on certain 

degree. They use lexical items to construct utterances, and they also try to fix the 

problems during the lexical-retrieval process. 

Elaboration 
(33) 
P: …老外那個…帶雨傘很奇怪 
T: …在…在國外帶 
P: …雨傘很奇怪 
T: …啊?為什麼? 
P: …呃…下雨…除非下雨呀 
T: …喔…除非下雨喔? 
P: …嗯…太陽那個那個…戴帽子啊 
T: …有…有什麼的時候戴帽子? 
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P: …呃…陽光 
P: …foreigners, well, it is unusual (for foreigners) to bring umbrellas 
T: …in…in foreign countries 
P: …it is weird to bring umbrellas 
T: …ah? Why? 
P: …well…it rains…unless it rains… 
T: …oh…unless it rains? 
P: …mhm…the sun…well…well…wearing hats 
T: …what…what makes people wear hats? 
P: …uh…the sun 

    The conversation of example (33) is related to the patient’s traveling experience. 

She told the therapist that foreigners do not carry umbrellas for protecting the UV rays. 

They only carry umbrellas on rainy days. She mentioned the situation of raining but 

she later intended to emphasize the rainy day is the only situation of foreigners 

carrying umbrellas. Therefore, under the condition of two adjacent structures of 

similar content, she added the word chu fei ‘unless’ to the second one. 

    The distribution of elaboration pattern was 2.1%, and the low distribution may 

correspond with the non-fluent production of Broca’s (non-fluent) patients. The 

elaboration requires speakers to give more information, but the linguistic deficit limits 

their ability in producing.  

    The third major category is addition, and it took 15.9% of the whole distribution. 

Under this category, there are completion and elaboration repair patterns. The 

completion pattern took 13.8% but the elaboration only took 2.1%. The distribution 

difference between these two patterns could probably still be due to the processing 
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difficulties and linguistic deficits. Broca’s (non-fluent) patients are poor in production, 

however, the elaboration pattern requires the ability to further explain our ideas. With 

the specific deficits in syntactic level, Broca’s (non-fluent) patients did not frequently 

use the elaboration pattern. On the other hand, the completion requires speakers to 

finish fragmented words/phrases/expressions. Comparing with the elaboration process, 

it is more like a mending process and would take less effort.  

    We now move on to the next category, the deletion repair. 

 

4.4.4 Deletion 

(34) 
T: …嗯!那這個呢? 
P: …然後是…這個是….這個是 
T: …消 
P: …消防隊是不是?消防車對不對?車防車灌救對不對? 
T: …嗯對…消防車灌救…對…看這邊 
P: …喔!然後這是那個 mi35 眾救火…mi35 眾火 
T: …他們在幹嘛? 
P: …火 
T: …他們在 
P: …在防火…沒有…燒火是不是 
T: …他們在怎樣? 
P: …熱鬧是不是? 
T: …中間還有一個字 
P: …看熱鬧 
T: …對!看熱鬧!很好很好!對!不錯!好!那你看為什麼他要用梯子啊? 
T: …mhm…what is this? 
P: …and then…this is…this is… 
T: …fire- 
P: …(it’s) fire brigade, right? It’s a firefighting truck, right? The truck is rescuing (the  
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    building) right? 
T: …mhm, yes…the truck is rescuing (the building)…yes…look at here 
P: …oh! Then, onlookers are extinguishing the fire…onlookers fire 
T: …what are they doing? 
P: …fire 
T: …they are 
P: …(they) are protecting…no…burning, right?  
T: …what are they doing? 
P: …watching, right? 
T: …you lost one word 
P: …gathering and watching 
T: …yes! They are gathering and watching! Very good ,very good! Nice! Ok, then  
    you look at here, why does he use a stair? 

    Example (34) is an excerpt from a picture-describing task. The therapist showed 

the patient a picture illustrating fire alarm. In addition to the burning house, there are 

some fire fighters and onlookers. The patient was asked to describe what he saw in 

that picture. When he mentioned the onlookers of that picture, he at first said mi 

zhong jiu huo ‘the onlookers help extinguish the fire’ but he cut off the word jiu ‘save’ 

later. 

The deletion pattern was also an uncommon repair type in Broca’s (non-fluent) 

group. It took less than 3% of the totality. The use of deletion pattern means is for 

canceling something which is mentioned previously. Considering the linguistic ability 

of Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics, one of their problems is the effortful production. 

Since they need to produce utterances with much effort, even slight changes of the 

speech could take a lot of time and energy. In this case, they probably would not 

reduce what they just said when the deletion does not help a lot in repairing or there is 
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nothing needs to be revised.  

Now, we are going to discuss the last category of the whole eight repair patterns. 

 
4.4.5 Multiple  
(35) 
T: …那你們家很高很高啊…還有電梯耶!啊逃的時候怎麼辦?可以坐電梯嗎? 
P: …丟…就 tʰjɛn51 梯喔? 
T: …可以嗎? 
P: …不是…那個是走路啊 
T: …走路? 
P: …四樓啊! 
T: …喔…那要走什麼? 
P: …啊? 
T: …不能走電梯啊!要走什麼? 
P: …那個….那個…那個…走走廊…走樓梯是不是?走樓梯 
T: …對走樓梯…不錯…很好….  
T: …then, you live in higher story (of the building)…and there is an elevator within  
     the building! What are you going to do when there is a fire alarm? (Do you  
     think)you should take the elevator? 
P: …tak-…taking the elevator? 
T: …(Do you think) you should? 
P: …it’s not…well…walking 
T: …walking? 
P: …the fourth floor! 
T: …oh…then what should you take? 
P: …ah? 
T: …you shouldn’t take the elevator! What should you take? 
P: …well…well…well…taking the hallway…taking the stairs, right? Taking the  
    stairs  
T: …yes, taking the stairs…nice…good 

    The topic of this conversation is related to fire alarm. The therapist asked the 

patient about ways of escaping from a burning building. She led him to think, and the 

patient thought of the correct answer finally. In the last speech turn, he at first 
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produced another wrong answer zou zou lang ‘to walk the hallway’ and then 

substituted his answer by producing the correct answer zou lou ti ‘to walk the stairs’. 

After he came up with the intended answer, he repeated the answer. In this 

conversation, the multiple pattern is composed of a substitution and a repetition 

self-repair. 

    The multiple self-repair is made up of two or more than two repair patterns. In 

this study, Broca’s (non-fluent) patients used this pattern about 10%. As we mentioned 

earlier in Chapter 4.2.5, although the multiple self-repair is complex, it might be 

necessary for aphasics since their speech is not fluent as normal speakers. The use of 

this pattern seems display that aphasics sometimes cannot fix the trouble in one step, 

and they need to repair their speech step by step or to combine many patterns to 

complete the whole work. However, we know that Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics were 

able to use several patterns to deal with a single trouble within a speech turn. 

In Chapter 4.4, we have discussed the use of self-repair patterns of Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasics. The most frequently used pattern was the repetition, and it took 

45.2% of the whole. This pattern may be the simplest pattern of all since it does not 

involve any change, and it could be a buffer for thinking about what is going to be 

said and keeping the speech turn. The second highly used category was the 

replacement category. Under this category, the substitution pattern took 21.6% of the 
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whole. The percentage shows that Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics are equipped with 

self-monitoring ability. They could detect their own errors or troubles and revise them, 

and those troubles are mostly phonetic or lexical problems. The negation and 

formulation patterns belong to the replacement category as well. The negation repair 

took 4.9%. This pattern is similar to the substitution repair, but it adds a negation 

marker in the repair work. Comparing with the substitution repair, the lower 

percentage of this pattern could be due to the extra production burden it arises. The 

negation markers are added by Broca’s (non-fluent) patients only when the previous 

speech causes more serious troubles in communicating. The reformulation pattern 

requires the reconstruction of sentence frames, and this may cause larger change in 

the whole speech. The syntactic deficits of Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics may affect 

their use of this pattern. 

The addition category includes two subtypes. The first one is completion. It took 

13.8%. This type of repair is more related to the ability of accessing mental lexicon 

than any other linguistic units, since the trouble sources needs to be completed are 

mostly lexical items or any integrated expressions. Broca’s (non-fluent) patients 

produced a great deal of lexical items than complete sentences in their utterances, and 

they can often repair the incomplete words/phrases/expressions. This might display 

that they have the competence in accessing mental lexicon and repairing troubles on 
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the lexical level. The elaboration took only 2.1%, and the low distribution might be 

due to their poor production ability. 

As for the deletion repair, it took only 2.6% of the totality. As a matter of fact, we 

express our ideas by continuously providing interlocutors with more information, and 

the deletion repair seems not quite helpful to make the utterance clearer in that it 

reduces the quantity of information. Consequently, it would be normal that this pattern 

does not take an important position. 

The last category is the multiple pattern, and it took 9.5%. This percentage might 

indicate its difficulty on certain degree. The disfluency of Broca’s (non-fluent) 

patients makes the repair work harder, and maybe that is why they need to fix the 

trouble by taking more than one step. 

    In Chapter 4.3 and 4.4, we have presented the overall linguistic deficits of 

Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics and their preference in using self-repair patterns. In 

Chapter 4.5, we are going to compare the similarities and differences between the 

pattern use in Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) groups. 
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4.5 Comparison between Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics 

    In this study, the use of self-repair patterns of two Wernicke’s (fluent) and two 

Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasic patients were examined. We know that these two groups 

share some common linguistic problems, such as word-finding difficulties. On the 

other hand, there are some differences between these two groups of patients. 

Wernicke’s patients have more fluent speech production than those with Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasia. However, their fluent speech is not always meaningful, and the 

elaborate statement is not easy to be understood. Further, there are occasionally 

nonsense words and phonemic paraphasia within their utterances. As for Broca’s 

(non-fluent) aphasics, their major problem lies in poor expressive ability. Generally 

speaking, their syntactic competence is impaired in a more serious way. The 

non-fluent speech is not composed of sentential structures but usually composed of 

words and phrases, and they are not good at using function words, either. In addition, 

filled pauses and discourse markers are often seen in their speech. 

    Knowing their individual linguistic deficits, now we are going to compare the 

similarities and differences of how they use self-repair patterns. Figure 5 displays the 

distribution of five major repair categories within and between the two aphasic groups. 

Chi-square tests indicated that the overall distributional frequency were similar in 

each patient group. That is, the five categories took similar percentage in Wernicke’s 
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(fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) group (χ2(4)=4.560, P>.01). Figure 6 displays the 

distribution of the whole eight patterns between the two aphasic groups, and larger 

differences lie in the substitution and completion patterns. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of self-repair patterns within Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s    
        (non-fluent) group. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of self-repair patterns between Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s   
        (non-fluent) group. 

We will start from the repetition pattern. First of all, Figure 5 displays that the 

repetition pattern took first place. Within five major categories, this one took almost 

50% in both Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) group, indicting that both 

patient groups used this pattern a lot. This result collaborates with previous studies. 

Chui (1996) examined the organization of self-repair from the syntactic perspective in 

Chinese conversation, and she divided self-repair patterns into six categories. The 
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results showed that the repetition took 42.6% of the overall distribution. Tseng (2006) 

also discussed speech repairs in Mandarin conversation, and she categorized simple 

and complex repair types. The four simple types were repetition, substitution, addition 

and deletion. The complex types were the combination of two or three simple repair 

types. Her study presented a higher distribution of the repetition category—it took 

more than 60%. These two studies examined the repair performance of normal 

Mandarin speakers, and they both indicated that the repetition was also the mostly 

adopted pattern. It seems that the unaltered characteristic of the repetition pattern 

could make it the simplest way for speakers to prolong the time of thinking, whether 

for normal speakers or speakers with language difficulties. 

    In this study, we discussed aphasics’ use of the repetition self-repair as a buffer 

for thinking and turn-keeping when processing problems occur. As a matter of fact, 

the repetition behavior can show up in aphasics’ speech with various functions. For 

instance, when aphasics have word-finding difficulties, therapists often help them by 

proposing a possible candidate or directly finishing the incomplete utterance. If 

aphasics think the candidate matches their idea, they sometimes repeat these 

utterances produced by therapists. This kind of repetition might be considered a way 

of showing agreement, and the following example displays this function. The 

therapist asked Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasic CCH which high school he used to study 
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at, and he had some troubles in finding the right word. The therapist provided a 

possible answer to help him, and he accepted the answer by repeating the item. 

(36) 
T: …那你唸到哪裡的? 
P: …呃…輔仁大學啊…輔仁…沒有…那個高中是師範大…沒有…師範 
T: …附中 
P: …附中 
T: …師大附中 
P: …附中 
T: …then, which school did you study at? 
P: …uh…Fu Jen University…Fun Jen…no…well, my senior high school was  
    National Taiwan Normal Uni-…no…National Taiwan Normal 
T: …The Affiliated Senior High School 
P: …The Affiliated Senior High School 
T: …The Affiliated Senior High School of National Taiwan Normal University 
P: …The Affiliated Senior High School 

    This type of repetition involves the interaction between therapists and aphasics, 

and it is more concerned with the field of Conversation Analysis. We do not focus on 

this part too much. Now, we are going to look at another repetition behavior occurring 

in aphasics’ speech. Aphasics are often required to practice writing words in therapy 

sessions, and they like to say the word many times when recalling the correct form of 

it. They try to remind themselves of the word form with the help of the word sound. 

During the retrieving process, the sound of words might be an important clue for 

accessing the right form. In addition, after finishing the writing and confirming those 

word forms are correct, they also tend to repeatedly read out the whole word. This 

behavior could be regarded as a way to help them reinforce the memory, and therefore 
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this type of repetition carries a different function from the one in the process of 

retrieving word forms. Example (37) is an excerpt from Wernicke’s (fluent) patient 

XCX and his therapist. The therapist asked him to write a noun mian bao dian 

‘bakery’. During the whole process, he used a lot of self-repetitions to recall the 

correct forms of these three characters, and he made an error by writing the word 

mian ‘noodle’ as tou ‘head’. This could be attributed to the similar appearance of 

these two characters. In the end, he was aware of his error and also thought up the 

correct forms of this lexical item. After he wrote down the correct forms, he repeated 

the whole word three times to make the impression stronger. 

(37) 
T: …麵包店…對不對?麵包店…怎麼寫? 
P: …麵包店…麵麵麵麵麵…麵 
T: …這個字是什麼?這是什麼? 
P: …麵…這個應該不是麵字…麵包店…麵包…包包包…店店店  
T: …好來 
P: …麵…麵…麵麵包…麵麵包…包包包…喔…麵包店…麵包店…店店店 
T: …麵包 
P: …麵包…麵包店…是方嗎?不對 
T: …對…啊這個字是什麼?還沒啊…還沒結束…這個字想出來再下課…這個字到 
    底是什麼? 
P: …頭頭頭 
T: …對啦 
P: …頭頭頭 
T: …麵包店…對不對? 
P: …喔…麵包店麵包店麵包店 
T: ...xxx...你這個字有寫對啊…很好 
T: …bakery...right? bakery…what is its correct form? 
P: …bakery…ba- ba- ba- ba- ba-…ba- 
T: …what is this character? What is this? 
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P: …ba-…this is not the form of ba-…bakery…bread…bun bun bun …shop shop  
    shop 
T: …ok, let’s 
P: …bre-…bre-…bre- bread...bre-bread...bun bun bun...oh...bakery...bakery...shop  
    shop shop 
T: …bread 
P: …bread…bakery…is that the word ‘square’? no 
T: …yeah…then, what is this character? Not yet…we’re not finished…we are not  
    going to finish until you think up this word…what is this character? 
P: …head…head…head 
T: …yes 
P: …head…head…head 
T: …bakery…right? 
P: …oh…bakery bakery bakery 
T: ...xxx...you wrote it correctly…very good 

    This kind of repetition is a self-repetition behavior, and it specifically occurs at 

the time that aphasics retrieve correct word forms in writing. Thus, this self-repetition 

is different from the self-repetition repair in on-line conversation, since the 

self-repetition as a repair is for prolonging thinking time when processing problems 

arise, and the self-repetition in writing process is an aid for recalling word forms in 

their mental lexicon. Further, we also introduce a repetition behavior related to the 

interaction between therapists and aphasics. This behavior presents aphasics’ 

confirmation of the answer provided by therapists and indicates successful 

collaboration between interlocutors.  

    After discussing the repetition self-repair and some other common repetition 

behaviors in aphasics’ speech, now we are going to discuss aphasics’ use of other 

self-repair patterns. 
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As for the replacement category, although the overall distributions were similar 

in each aphasic group, the distribution frequencies in subtypes between two aphasic 

groups were different. First of all, we looked at the substitution pattern. This pattern in 

Broca’s (non-fluent) patients won second place of the whole eight patterns, and it took 

21.6%. In Wernicke’s (fluent) group, it took 12.1%. In the study of Tseng (2006), the 

result showed that the substitution repair took about 15%. The distribution was less 

than Broca’s (non-fluent) 21.6% and more than Wernicke’s (fluent) 12.1%. We 

speculate that the differences between patient groups may be affected by the 

self-monitoring ability. Broca’s (non-fluent) patients made a number of phonetic and 

lexical errors in their speech, but they could often detect and fix those troubles right 

away. Wernicke’s (fluent) patients are not good in comprehension, and their 

monitoring ability could be therefore obstructed. That is, they may not aware of errors 

or problems within their own speech all the time. Some studies supported the idea that 

the comprehension ability might be important for self-monitoring (Levelt, 1983, 1989; 

Lebrun, 1987; Marshall et al., 1994), and some considered that there might be no 

correlation between the two (Schlenck et al., 1987; Nickels & Howard, 1995; Maher 

et al., 1994; Marshall et al., 1998; Shuren et al., 1995; Marshall et al., 1985). 

According to the results in our study, we suggest that the higher percentage of 

substitution in Broca’s (non-fluent) group may prove that their self-monitoring ability 
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is better than Wernicke’s (fluent) patients, and this ability could be related to their 

better comprehension. As for why Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics used the substitution 

more often than normal speakers, we speculate that the lower error rate of normal 

speakers makes them use less substitution to repair troubles in the speech. In addition, 

errors of normal speakers do not cause much misunderstanding as aphasic patients do. 

Therefore, they do not need to repair errors each time. They can make self-repair only 

when they think the error impedes communication. 

    The negation pattern is also under the replacement category, and it is related to 

the substitution repair. It is similar to the substitution repair in that they both replace 

the unintended speech with the intended one. However, the negation repair requires 

the insertion of a negation marker such as mei you ‘no’ and bu duai ‘it’s wrong’ 

between the trouble source and the repair item. In Wernicke’s (fluent) group, the 

substitution and negation repair took similar distributions. They were 12.1% and 8.2% 

respectively. Nevertheless, in Broca’s (non-fluent) group, we saw that the substitution 

pattern took 21.6% and negation pattern only 4.9%. The similarities of these two 

repair types only reflect on the Wernicke’s (fluent) group. It seems that these two were 

regarded as quite different repair types in Broca’s (non-fluent) group. As mentioned in 

Chapter 4.4.2, we speculate that Broca’s (non-fluent) patients prefer not to add extra 

burden to the production process, since they already have difficulties in speaking. 
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They may use negation markers only when they consider the trouble utterances cause 

more serious problems. Negation markers only carry the function of emphasizing. As 

for Wernicke’s (fluent) patients, their production is more fluent and therefore the 

production of negation markers is not that difficult. In this case, they may choose to 

use them or not at will. 

    The third subtype under the replacement category is the reformulation pattern. 

This pattern focuses the repair work on syntactic level. The distributions in each 

patient group were both low. They took 2.4% in Wernicke’s (fluent) group and only 

0.3% in Broca’s (non-fluent) group. We have already known that Broca’s (non-fluent) 

patients have more serious syntactic deficits than Wernicke’s (fluent) patients. 

Therefore, it is reasonable that they adopted this pattern less often than Wernicke’s 

(fluent) aphasics. However, even Wernicke’s (fluent) patients did not use this pattern a 

lot. We consider that this could be related to the processing difficulty. In speech 

production models, language is processed through different stages. First of all, 

concepts are formed, and then the semantic and syntactic structures are picked. Later, 

lexical items and phonetic segments are selected. Finally, the motor commands are 

expressed to muscles, and the utterances are produced. Syntactic processing is 

somewhat in the initial stage of the whole process, and the repair work involved in 

this stage may require more reaction time. That is, the reorganization of syntactic 
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structures would take more effort than lexical or phonetic selection. 

The addition category took third place of overall distribution in both patient 

groups. This category took 21.8% in Wernicke’s (fluent) group and 15.9% in Broca’s 

(non-fluent) group. Two subtypes are included in this category. One is the completion 

and the other is the elaboration. In both patient groups, the completion took higher 

percentage than the elaboration did. In addition, the distribution frequency of the two 

subtypes was respectively higher in Werincke’s than in Broca’s (non-fluent) group. 

    In our study, the distribution of the completion pattern in Wernicke’s (fluent) 

group took second place of the overall eight patterns and its distribution was 17.9%. 

This result is similar to the study of Chui (1996). She presented that the completion 

self-repair won second place of the overall six patterns, and it took 21.4%. As for 

Broca’s (non-fluent) patients, the completion repair took 13.8%, which is lesser than 

that in Wernicke’s (fluent) group and normal speakers. The difference may be due to 

the disfluency of Broca’s (non-fluent) aphasics. Although Broca’s (non-fluent) 

patients can still access items stored in mental lexicon and they often try to repair 

those unfinished items produced previously, their retrieving process and speech may 

not go smoothly enough, and that may therefore hinder their self-repair ability in 

completing an unfinished word. In sum, the results suggest that Wernicke’s (fluent) 

patients are more like normal speakers in the performance of the completion 
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self-repair, and this could be attributed to the rather fluent retrieving and expressing 

ability.  

As for the elaboration pattern, it took fairly low percentage of the whole. This 

pattern took 3.9% in Wernicke’s (fluent) group and 2.1% in Broca’s (non-fluent) 

group. As mentioned earlier, there are several steps in the process of language 

production, and we consider that elaboration is more related to the concept-formation 

stage. To elaborate our speech means to give more new information to the ongoing 

conversation. The new information starts from the concept-formation stage without a 

clear shape, and the speaker therefore needs to decide its semantic, syntactic, and 

phonetic structures from the beginning. Comparing with other repair patterns, if the 

repair is simply a lexical completion, the retrieving time would be shorter. However, 

the elaboration pattern requires speakers to process a new concept, and this might take 

much effort. 

The fourth category is the deletion. This repair pattern took similar percentage in 

each patient group. It took 2.9% in Wernicke’s (fluent) and 2.6% in Broca’s 

(non-fluent) group. This result is in line with the findings of Tseng (2006), who 

indicated that about 2.7% of repairs were deletions. We considered that the low 

percentage of this pattern is not due to linguistic deficits of aphasics or higher 

processing demands but rather because of its less effective nature. The repair work 
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should be used to make the speech more understandable, and this function seems not 

exist in this repair type. Therefore, normal speakers and aphasics seldom adopted this 

repair pattern. 

Next, we talked about the last one type of repair—the multiple self-repair. There 

were 7.2% and 9.5% in Wernicke’s (fluent) and Broca’s (non-fluent) group 

respectively. The use of multiple patterns could be a sign of aphasics’ processing 

difficulties, because they might not find the correct repair pattern right away. In this 

case, they tried various ways to fix one trouble in speech. In the study of Tseng (2006), 

her study indicated that normal speakers used the multiple pattern in 7.6%. This 

percentage shows that normal speakers do not use this pattern in a high frequency. 

The results might imply that normal or aphasic speakers can often fix their trouble 

simply with one repair pattern. 
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4.6 Summary 

    In Chapter Four, we presented the linguistic deficits of Wernicke’s (fluent) and 

Broca’s (non-fluent) patients and discussed their use of self-repair patterns. The 

overall distributions of the five repair categories were similar in the two patient 

groups, and there were only subtle differences of some subtypes. As for the five major 

categories, the repetition took first place, the deletion was the least used pattern, and 

multiple patterns were not used a lot. The replacement category took second place and 

the addition category took third place in overall distribution, but there were 

differences of distribution in subtypes between patient groups. Under the replacement 

category, Broca’s (non-fluent) patients used more substitution pattern than Wernicke’s 

(fluent). Wernicke’s (fluent) patients used the substitution and the negation pattern in 

similar percentage. The reformulation pattern was rarely used in both patient groups. 

Under the addition group, the completion pattern was used more often than the 

elaboration pattern, and Wernicke’s (fluent) patients used it more than Broca’s 

(non-fluent) patients did. 

    There were three possible factors affecting the distribution frequency of 

self-repair patterns. First of all, we thought that patterns required more efforts in 

processing may decrease the use rate. Almost 50% of the used patterns were the 

repetition self-repair, indicating that it might not cost much effort or attention in the 
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process of repairing. In addition, the reformulation and elaboration took very low 

percentage in both patient groups could be attributed to the heavier processing they 

cause. Second, the linguistic deficits accompanied with different aphasics might also 

be an important factor deciding patient’s repair performance. For example, Broca’s 

(non-fluent) patients used more substitution pattern than Wernicke’s (fluent) patients. 

This could be due to their better self-monitoring and error-detection ability, and this 

ability might come from their less impaired comprehension. Moreover, the higher 

percentage of the addition category in Wernicke’s (fluent) group might also indicate 

that their production is better than Broca’s (non-fluent) patients. Finally, the third 

possible factor is the value of those repair patterns. The deletion pattern was the least 

used pattern and this might be ascribed to its less effective significance in repairing 

work. A repairing work should promote clearness in speech, and the deletion pattern 

might not help a lot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


